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                                "Best electric scooter 2023: the top e-scooters in the UK"

                            

                        

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                "If electric scooters are to play a role in the future of alternative urban transport, they’re going to look a lot like the Riley RS3."

                            

                        

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                "This is one of the best electric scooters you can buy."

                            

                        

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                "You’re looking at the future of electric scooters"

                            

                        

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                "One of the smoothest, snappiest, and safest electric scooters I’ve ever tested"
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                        A NEW WAY TO RIDE
                    
                    
                        Introducing
the Riley RS3

                    
                    
                        Designed to revolutionize your city commutes, an innovative
new folding electric scooter designed to seamlessly blend 
cutting-edge technology with sleek urban aesthetics.
 


                    
                    
                        
                            Discover RS3
                        

                    
                

            

        
    








    
        
    
        
            RETHINK HOW YOU GET THERE

        
        
            Ride with Power & Style
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                                  High-powered Performance

                                
                                
                                  Featuring a brush-less drivetrain motor, effortlessly navigate the streets and conquer with confidence.
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                                  Removable Battery Packs

                                
                                
                                  Experience the freedom to explore without limits. With extended battery range and replaceable batteries, reach your destination.
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                                  Stay Connected with Companion

                                
                                
                                  Stay connected on the go with Companion, our app for iOS and Android. Get directions, track your rides, and lock your vehicle.
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                                  Sleek Ergonomic Design

                                
                                
                                  Combining cutting-edge aesthetics & ergonomic comfort. Turn heads, while riding a comfortable, intuitive  riding experience.
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                                  Safety is our priority

                                
                                
                                  Our electric vehicles feature responsive hydraulic braking, integrated lights, and sturdy construction.


                                
                                
                              

                          

                      

                      

                  
                  
              

              
          

        
    













    
    
        
        
            Get around with incredible speed, ease, and safety.
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                        Your whole city,
now within reach.*

                    
                    
                        With a range of up to 45 miles on a single charge, anywhere is a short ride away.
Zig zag through traffic, fold and carry your vehicle, and never wait for an Uber 
to arrive. With Riley, you can forget effortlessly circling the streets for parking, 
and that faraway lunch spot - getting there is a breeze. Do more, see more. 
*Local Rules & Regulations apply. 45 miles utilizing RB1 in Standard Mode.
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                Make your journey feel smaller.

              
              
                We're on a mission to make your journey feel smaller, campuses more accessible, and commutes more enjoyable. Our Vehicles are designed and built to handle the rigors of daily use while offering an exhilarating ride with unparelled power and control.
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            FIND THE RIGHT VEHICLE FOR YOU

        
        
            Meet your new Electric Vehicle
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    Regular price
    
        £399.00
      
  

  
    Sale price
    
        £399.00
      
      Regular price
      
        
          
        
      

  
    Unit price
    /

  


  



          

          
  

  





          
            There's a new way to get there. Introducing the RS1 Electric Scooter. RS1 is approved...
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    Regular price
    
        £499.00
      
  

  
    Sale price
    
        £499.00
      
      Regular price
      
        
          
        
      

  
    Unit price
    /

  


  



          

          
  

  





          
            A ride like no other - One ride and you’ll see how far we’ve come....
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    Regular price
    
        £749.00
      
  

  
    Sale price
    
        £749.00
      
      Regular price
      
        
          £749.00
        
      

  
    Unit price
    /

  


  



          

          
  

  





          
            A unique ride - The same great performance, take your scooter with you anywhere. RS3 -...
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    Regular price
    
        £1,299.00
      
  

  
    Sale price
    
        £1,299.00
      
      Regular price
      
        
          £1,299.00
        
      

  
    Unit price
    /

  


  



          

          
  

  





          
            
          

          
            
            
              


          

        

      

  
 

                
              
            
            
        

        
      

      
    

  








    
    
        
            MEET COMPANION

        
        
            It's a perfect day for a ride
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Your Digital Cockpit

Take control of your ride with the flick of a finger. Adjust the lights, monitor your speed, change drive modes, this dashboard provides you with a real-time window into your journey.
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Digital Lock

Safeguard your ride with a single tap as your scooter transforms into a immobile fortress. Whether you're exploring a urban landscape or taking a quick break at your favorite cafe, secure your vehicle with one tap.
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Navigate new places

Whether your discovering new horizons or simply making your way through familiar places. Receive turn-by-turn directions all the way to your destination.






                                
                            
                    

                


            
        
        
        
    

  











    
    
        
            STAY RIDING

        
        
            We're here to help
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                      Find your nearest repair service
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                        Find your nearest retailer

                    
                    
                        Discover the easiest way to get up close to our electric vehicles. 
Find your nearest authorized retailer near you. Embark on your journey today 
by taking the first step to electrifying your ride.
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          Confirm your age
Are you 18 years old or older?
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              Come back when you're older

            
            
              Sorry, the content of this store can't be seen by a younger audience. Come back when you're older.
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